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Part (A)
Question (1): [25 points]

(a) Use the successive approximation method to find one root (accurate to three

decimal places) of the equation x 3 - 3 = 2x . Take x 0 = 1.32235. [5 points]

(b) Use Taylor series method of third order to approximate y at x = 0.1 for the

differential equation y ,= 3x + Y 2 ,y(O) = 1 [10 points]

(c) Use the finite difference method to approximate the solution of

y" + 4y = cosx, 0::;;x s 7t , subject to the conditions y (0) = 0, y( 7t) = O.4 4
Divide the interval into three segments. [10 points]

Question (2): [30 points]

(a) Solve the following PDE numerically

Ut - U xx = 0, 0 < x < 2, 0 < t

where the solution equals zero at both boundaries and equals x (2 - x) at the initial

step. Take Llx = 0.5 then choose an appropriate 6.t to find the approximate solution at

t =0.3
[15 points]

(b) Deduce the stability condition when solving the equation U t =a u , where a is a real

constant, using implicit (backward) Euler method for: (i) a > 0 (ii) a < O. [ 10 points]

(c) A function is required to pass through 20 readings. What is the best method to do it:

Newton divided difference, cubic splines, least squares fitting? Why? [5 points]
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Part (B)

3. (a) Evaluate the following integrals

i. 100 Vx e-Vxdx

i=
11. Jo Jtane de

iii. J xn+3 In(X) dx

(b) Find the the general solution of the differential equation x2y" - xy' + (4x2 - 3)y = O.
(c) For the second order ordinary differential equation

(x2 - l)y" + 4xy' + 2y = 0,

1. Locate and classify its singular points, if exist.
ii. Use the power series method to find the series solution about the ordinary point x = O.

(£ 1 J1i2n!
Prove that J_1. (x) = - cosx. [Hint: I'(n + -) = 22 I 1

2 7rX 2 n n.
(d)

4. (a) Find the first two nonzero terms in the Legendre expansion of

{
0 -1 < x < 0,

g(x) =
4 O<x<l.

(b) Determine the regions in the xy-plane for which the equation ~:~ + y ~:~ = 0 is hyperbolic,

parabolic, or elliptic.
(c) Given the function

{

-I - x -1< x < -~

f(x) = x -~ < x < ~,

I-x ~<x<1
which has the property f(x) = f(x + 2). Answer the following questions:

1. Sketch the function within three complete successive periods
ii. Check whether the function is odd or even or neither
iii. Evaluate the Fourier coefficients
IV. Write the corresponding Fourier series

(d) By using the method of separation of variables find the solution u(x, t) to the diffusion
equation

8u 82uat = 8x2' 0 < x < 1, t > 0,

where u(x, t) satisfies the initial and boundary conditions

{

X for 0 < x < ~
u(x,O) = ,

1- x for ~ < x < 1

u(O, t) = 0, u(l, t) = 0,

[Hint: you may find the answer to part. (c) useful.]
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Question (1) [25 points]

00

(a) Evaluate the integrals: f ifYe-Y dy
o

[5 points]

(b) Find the series solution of the differential equation about x 0 = 0

y"+x 2y =0 [10 points]

(c) Prove that for any positive integer n, J -n (x) = (_l)n In (x). [10 points]

Question (2) [30 points]

(a) Obtain the Fourier series of the functionj(x) defined by:

f (x) = {O
Jr -x

-Jr~X<O

o ~x ~ Jr.

with f (x) =f (x + 2Jr). Hence, prove that

[15 points]

(b) Use the separation of variables technique to solve the heat equation

1
uxx = -Ut' ° < x <L, t > 0

k

subjected to the conditions

u(O,t)=O
u(L,t)=O

u (x, 0) =f (x) [15 points]



Part 11- Numerical Methods

Question (1llJ29 Marks I

(a) Deduce the normal equations for the least square line y =A +B x [7 Marks]

(b) Consider the function g (x) = 2Lo (x) +L, (x) - (L2 (x) + 3)2 , where L; (x ) [8 Marks]
Lagrange's coefficient polynomial based on nodes x o,x pX 2'

(i) Find the values of g (x ; ), i = 0,1,2

(ii) What is the degree of the polynomial g(x).

(c) Use Newton-Raphson method to fmd the root of the equation 5x _ex = 0, correct to
4 decimal places. [7 Marks]

(d) Deduce the convergence condition for the simple iteration method. [7 Marks]

Question Gl:.l24 Marksl
.,": \

1 i-I n
(a) Use the iterative form x?) =-[hi - Laijx Y) - L aijxY-l)] to solve the system

ajj j=1 j=l+l

2x -4y +10z =6 [8 Marks]
5x - y -3z =-2
x +5y -2z =10

Four iterations are required.

(b) Given the initial-value problem 2y' = 2xy +3, y (0) = 1, fmd:

(i) y (0.2) by Euler's method.

(ii) y (0.3) by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method.

[8 Marks]

(c) Use fmite difference method to solve the equation
a2u ciu
-2 +-2 =0, o<x <2, O<y <2, where?x By
u(x,O)=u(x,2)=x(2-x), o<x <2

u(0,y)=u(2,y)=0, o<y <2, h =k =0.5

[8 Marks]


